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Introduction
Backers of the recently vetoed Textile and Apparel Trade Enforcement Act of 1985 (S.680) sought to reduce textile imports by as much

as 36 percent and apparel imports by as much as 20 percent from
their 1985 levels.’ Ifit had been enacted, the bill would have, according to one estimate, raised wholesale prices for textile imports by 33
percent aud for apparel imports by 16 percent. It would have also
added at least $3.4 billion to the annual consumer cost of textile
protectionism already estimated at more than $20 billion a year (see
Megna and Emrich 1985).
These proposed textile and apparel trade restrictions have been
tendered on the proposition that expanding textile and apparel imports
have caused the closure ofas many as 250 plants since 1980 and have
robbed American textile and apparel workers of hundreds of thousands of jobs during the past decade (New York Times 1985, p. 33).
Indeed, the bill’s drafters write that the total 1984 volume of textile
and apparel imports represented “over 1 million job opportunities
lost to the United States workers” (New York Times, p.5).
Ellison McKissick, president of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, argued that “our markets have been overwhelmed by
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‘See Hudgins (1985) for a review ofthe history oftextile and apparel import restrictions
and of the features of the Textile and Apparel Trade and Enforcement Act of1985.
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Since 1980, more than 300,000 fiber, textile and apparel
workers have lost theirjobs” (McKissick 1985, p.23). And the backers
of the 1985 textile and apparel bill argued: “If the rate of growth of
imports of textiles and textile products into the United States that
occurred since 1980 continues, plant closings will continue to accelerate, leaving the United States market with reduced domestic competition for imported products” (S.680, p. 8).
Concerned about plant closings in his home state caused partially
by shirts that can be made in “downtown Shanghai, China for 18
cents an hour,” South Carolina Senator Fritz Hollings called the
textile and apparel bill “sensible protection.” He and other supporters of protection maintained that all they want is to return to “fair
trade, to make the table level again” (McKissick 1985, p. 23).
The purpose of this study is to assess the impact of changes in
textile and apparel imports as well as domestic textile and apparel
productivity on U.S. textile and apparel employment. While the findings are mixed, the research reported here should prove useful in
future public debates over textile and apparel protection.
Textile and apparel employment combined would have fallen substantially (by possibly more than 200,000 jobs) during the 1973—84
period even If there had been no textile imports at all. Contrary to
the contentions ofprotection proponents, textile imports have not in
any systematic and predictable manner, or to any statistically significant extent, adversely affected U.S. textile employment between
1960 and 1985. However, apparel imports appear to have had a significant negative impact on employment in both industries.
Textile employment losses can, to a significant degree, be attributed to productivity improvements, (Determining the extent to which
these productivity improvements may have been spurred by textile
and apparel import competition is, however, beyond the scope of
this paper.) On the other hand, productivity improvements have not
been a statistically significant factor in employment losses in the
apparel industry.
The findings ofthis study help explain why many textile firms have
remained profitable in the face of employment cutbacks. Another,
more predictable, conclusion of the analysis is that employment in
both industries is significantly influenced by changes in real personal
disposable income in the United States.
The paper begins with a brief description of developments in the
textile and apparel industries between 1960 and 1984. A regression
model is then used to analyze the effects of imports, personal disposable income, and productivity on textile and apparel employment.
..
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The final section summarizes the results and conclusions drawn from
the empirical findings.

Industry Descriptions
In many respects, the textile and apparel industries are of similar
size and have confronted similar employment, production, and import
patterns during the 1960—84 period, During these two and a half
decades, both industries faced mounting imports, productivity
increases, and relative price declines.2
The Textile industry
Between 1960 and 1973 textile industry (SIC 22) employment rose
from 924,000 to slighfly more than 1 million, but by 1984 industry
employment had fallen irregularly to 746,000, or by slightly more
than a quarter of its 1973 peak employment level (see Figure 1).
Total industry shipments in constant-dollars (1984) nearly doubled
between 1960 and 1973, rising from just over $29 billion to nearly
$53 billion (see Figure 2).~After falling for two years, real shipments
rose until 1978, peaking at nearly $65 billion. Textile shipments then
began to fall again during the recessions of the early 1980s. By 1984,
however, industry shipments had climbed back to just under $58
billion, in spite of a continuing drop in textile employment and an
increase in textile imports.
During the 1960—84 period, worker productivity, defined as real
shipments per worker, increased 147 percent, rising in real (1984)
dollars from $31,407 per worker in 1960 to $77,526 per worker in
1984. Constant-dollar textile imports more than quadrupled during
the period, yet market share expanded more modestly. Imports grew
from $922 million, or 3.2 percent of total domestic textile shipments,
in 1960 to nearly $3.8 billion, or nearly 6.5 percent ofdomestic textile
shipments (see Figure 2).
How much have textile imports directly affected textile industry
employment? A rough estimate of maximum potential employment
can be obtained by assuming that textile industry employment is
proportional to sales and then computing industry employment
2

Employment data were taken from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment,
Hours, and Earnings: 1909—1 984 and Employment and Earnings (July 1985); industry
shipments and import data were taken from U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S.
Industrial Outlook (various annual editions). The 1984 industry shipment and import
figures are estimates.
‘Constantdollar textile and apparel shipment and import figures were obtained by
deflating the current-dollarfigures by the textile cud apparel price index (1984 = 300).
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FIGURE 1
TEXTILE INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT, ACTUAL AND MAXIMUM,
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FIGURE 2
TEXTILE INDUSTRY SHIPMENTS AND IMPORTS,

1960—84
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assuming that the import share would have been supplied by domestic firms.4
In the absence of imports, textile industry employment naturally
would have been higher in every year between 1960 and 1984.
(Compare the actual and maximum employment patterns in Figure
1.) Between 1973 and 1984, however, textile employment would still
have fallen by virtually the same amount (267,000) as it actually did
fall (264,000) even if imports could have been replaced by domestic
production.5 This is the case because the elimination of textile imports
would have led to approximately the same increase in employment,
about 50,000, in both 1973 and 1984.°
Practically the same conclusion can be reached about the impact
of eliminating textile imports on textile employment between 1980
and 1984. During that period textile employment fell by 102,000,
whereas industry employment would have fallen by 98,000 in the
absence of imports. As will be discussed later, the substantial rise in
real apparel imports, incorporating foreign textiles, did contribute,
however, to declining employment in domestic textiles during both
the 1973—84 and 1980—84 periods.
The Apparel Industry
In 1960 there were approximately 1.2 million apparel workers in
the country. Employment in the industry (SIC 23) peaked in 1973 at
over 1.4 million workers, fell to 1.Z million by 1975, and then rose to
1.3 million in 1979. In 1980 apparel employment began a steady
decline to just under 1.2 million workers by 1984 (see Figure 3).
However, industry shipments in constant dollars moved irregularly upward from over $29 billion in 1960 to more than $57 billion
in 1984 (see Figure 4). But unlike the textile industry, the value of
industry shipments in apparel was greater in 1984 than in any previous year between 1960 and 1984.
Worker productivity doubled in real terms from $23,649 per worker
in 1960 to $47,858 per worker in 1984. However, this increase was
4

These estimates ofthe direct impact oftextile imports are necessarily tentative because
they do not account for other variables that can directly influence textile employment
or the indirect effects of imports on employment through pressures on prices and
productivity. The econometric work that follows partially remedies these problems.
5
1t is unlikely that domestic production could ever fully supplant imports. The higher
prices of the domestically produced goods would cause total sales to drop below the
level achieved with imports.
°In1973 the elimination of imports, which represented 5 percent of domestic shipments, would have led to an increase in textile employment ofabout 50,000. In 1984
the elimination ofimports, which then represented 6.5 percent ofdomestic shipments,
would have led to an increase in employment ofapproximately 49,000.
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FIGURE 3
APPAREL INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT, ACTUAL AND MAXIMUM,
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slightly less than 70 percent of the productivity improvement in
textiles. Constant-dollar apparel imports surged dramatically during
the 1960—84 period, rising more than twentyfold from under $600
million, or 2 percent of domestic apparel sales, in 1960 to over $14
billion, or nearly 25 percent of domestic apparel sales, in 1984 (see
Figure 4)7
Did the rise in apparel imports adversely affect apparel employmentP If we again assume that apparel employment is proportional
to sales and that apparel imports could be replaced by domestic
production during the period 1960—84, apparel employment would
have been 2 percent higher in 1960 and 25 percent higher in 1984.8
The computed maximum apparel employment would have dropped
35,000 between 1973 and 1984, whereas actual employment fell by
241,000. In other words, between 1973 and 1984 apparel imports
may have resulted in the loss of as many as 200,000 apparel jobs.
(Compare the actual and maximum employment patterns in Figure 3.)
Much of the employment impact of apparel imports was indeed
feltduring the 1980—84 period, when U.S. apparel employment could
have grown by 77,000 jobs but actually fell by 67,000. Possibly as
much as three-quarters of the apparel job losses during the 1973 to
1984 period were caused by increased apparel imports over the first
four years of the 1980s.~
Prices of Textile and Apparel Products
The 1984 price index for textile and apparel products was 111
percent above its 1960 level. However, the prices of other goods and
services during the 1960—84 period rose much more rapidly, especially during the late 1970s. As a consequence, textile and apparel
product prices declined relative to the consumer price index by onethird during the period.10

Statistical Models and Results
The actual impact of textile and apparel imports on domestic
employment can be more accurately assessed through regression
7

Some ofthe surge in apparel imports could have been in response to quota restrictions
on the importation of textiles.
‘As with the textile industry, imports would have further reduced apparel employment
through their indirect effects on industry prices and productivity.
‘Of course, lower-priced textile imports probably enabled domestic apparel firms to
lower their costs and compete more effectively with apparel imports and kept apparel
employment from falling as much as it otherwise would have.
211
‘°In1984 the textile and apparel index (1967 100) stood at
, whereas the consumer
price index was 311.
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FIGURE 4
APPAREL INDUSTRY SHIPMENTS AND IMPORTS,
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analysis. Domestic textile and apparel employment can be influenced by many factors, including productivity change, real textile
and apparel imports, and real disposable personal income. Textile
and apparel employment may be expected to vary directly with real
disposable personal income: the greater the real disposable personal
income, representing buying power of consumers, the greater the
demand for textile and apparel products and workers. The directional
impact of the other three variables, however, is less certain. Productivity improvements can increase or decrease textile and apparel
employment, depending on the elasticity of demand for textile and
apparel products.
Textile and apparel imports can increase or decrease employment
in these industries, depending on the relative magnitudes of the
substitution and income effects of imports. Imports may substitute
for U.S. firms’ textile and apparel products because of either lower
prices or higher quality.1’ In addition, imports—especially textile
imports—can lower production costs of textile and apparel firms and
prices of U.S. goods that use textile and apparel products, thus
expanding sales and demand for U.S. or imported textile and apparel
products.
The real income effects oftextile and apparel imports can be expected
to be positive; however, the substitution effects of imports—especially textile imports—are more ambiguous. On the one hand, apparel
imports, ceteris paribus, can be expected to reduce domestic apparel
and textile employment, while textile imports can make domestic
apparel goods and textile goods that incorporate imported unfinished
textiles more competitive. As a consequence, textile imports may
have a positive effect on both domestic textile and apparel
employment.’2
To test the employment effects of imports, separate log-linear,
least-squares regression models for the textile and apparel industries
were developed, with total employment in the respective industries
as the dependent variable. The time-series models covered annual
“Textile and apparel imports may also contribute to an expansion of real U.S. income
via expanded purchasing power of consumer dollars that, in turn, may marginally
expand the demand for U.S. textile and apparel products.
“Finally, an increase in textile and apparel imports may he caused by a rise in income
and may accompany a rise in imports of a wide range of foreign goods and services
(including textile and nontextile machinery and materials). Lower-priced and higherquality imports of many goods and services can make American industries more competitive and can support the continued expansion of real income and employment in
the U.S. economy. Ofcourse, as noted in the text, textile and apparel imports can spur
domestic firms to become more productive, which can indirectly lead to job losses in
the textile and apparel industries.
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data for the period 1960—84. The four independent variables used in
the regression equations are: (1) industry labor productivity as measured by the current-dollar value of total annual industry (textile or
apparel) shipments adjusted by the textile and apparel price index
divided by total industry employment;’3 (2) real disposable personal
income as measured by current-dollar annual disposable income
adjusted by the consumer price index; (3) real textile imports as
measured by the current-dollar value of annual textile imports adjusted
by the textile and apparel price index; and (4) real apparel imports
as measured by the current-dollar value of annual apparel imports
adjusted by the textile and apparel price index.
The Effect ofimports
The results of the least-squares analysis are presented in Table 1.
As can be seen, the four variables explained nearly three-quarters of
the variance in employment for both the textile and apparel equations. As indicated by their high F values, both equations ofI~rrobust
explanations of textile and apparel employment over the 1960—84
period.
Textile imports. During the 1960—84 period, real textile imports
had a relatively small but statistically significant positive impact on
both domestic textile and apparel employment levels, suggesting
that textile imports may well have enabled some domestic producers
to be more competitive through the use of cheaper unfinished textile
imports. (The significance level of textile imports is lower for the
apparel equation than the textile equation.) The two equations indicate that a 1 percent increase in real textile imports will lead to
approximately a .16 percent increase in both the domestic textile and
apparel employment.’4
Apparel Imports. The coefficient for real apparel imports is negative and highly significant in both employment equations. The size
ofthe negative apparel import coefficient, which is roughly the same
in both equations, is also substantially higher than the positive coefficient for textile imports in both equations.
The statistical tests indicate that a 1 percent increase in real apparel
imports will lead to approximately a .25 percent reduction in both
tm
‘ The results of the empirical analysis should he evaluated with one caveat in mind.
Since industry employment is used as the dependent variahle and as the denominator
in the measure of productivity, a measurement error for employment can introduce a
negative hias in the coefficient for worker productivity.
“Conversely, the regression equation, using 1984 figures, suggests that reducing textile
imports to zero theoretically could reduce textile employment by almost 125,000 jobs
and apparel employment by almost 200,000 jobs.
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TABLE I
LOG-LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR THE TEXTILE AND
APPAREL INDUSTRIES

Independent
Variables
Intercept

Dependent Variables
Total Employment
Total Employment
in the Textile
in the Apparel
Industry
Industry
0.731
(0.666)’
[

]b
5131

Productivity

Real Disposable
Personal Income
Real Textile Imports

Real Apparel Imports

Adjusted R’
F Value

0.455
(—2.123)
[.0464]
1.143
(5.381)
[.00011
0.166
(2.243)
[.0364]
0.257
(—3.659)
[.0016]
.756
19.541
[.0001]
—

—

2.222
(2.766)
[.0119]
0.076
(—0.400)
[.6937]
0.789
(5.659)
[.0001]
0.159
(3.198)
[.0045]
0.245
(—4.715)
[.0001]
.742
18.266
[.0001]
—

—

8
Figures in parentheses indicate the t statistic,
bFigures in brackets indicate the significance level.

textile and apparel employment. However, it should be noted that if
textile and apparel imports both expand by 1 percent, the increase
in textile imports will partially offset the negative impact of the
increase in apparel imports.”
The Effect ofincome
As expected, during the 1960—84 period, real disposable personal
income had a highly significant and strong positive effect on both
textile and apparel employment. A 1 percent increase in real annual
5
‘ Put in more concrete terms, our statistical analysis, using 1984 data, indicates that
reducing apparel imports to zero would increase textile employment by 191,000 and
apparel employment by 293,000 jobs at most.
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disposable personal income can be expected to lead to a 1.14 percent
increase in textile employment and a .79 percent increase in apparel
employment. These findings reveal that, in terms of 1984 employment levels, a 1 percent increase in real disposable personal income
can be expected to add approximately 8,500 textile jobs and 9,500
apparel jobs.’6
The Effect of Productivity
Changes in worker productivity had different effects in the textile
and apparel industries, perhaps reflecting a difference in the ability
ofthe two industries to adjust to competitive pressures. Productivity
changes did not have a statistically significant impact on apparel
employment, whereas they did have a statistically significant and
relatively strong negative influence on employment in the textile
industry. A 1 percent increase in productivity in textiles can be
expected to lead to a .46 percent reduction in textile employment.
The 1973—84 Period. As noted, textile employment peaked in 1973.
Between 1973 and 1984, textile employment fell by 264,06o workers
at the same time that worker productivity rose by 49 percent. According to the regression results of this study, that productivity increase
had the potential of reducing textile employment by approximately
225,000 jobs (about 85 percent of the actual decrease in textile
employment of 264,000).
The 1980—84 Period. The textile and apparel industries have been
especially concerned with recent employment trends in their industries. The findings of this study suggest that the 21 percent increase
in worker productivity in the textile industry during this period led
to a decrease in textile employment of about 81,000 (or approximately
80 percent of the actual employment loss).
Production and Peak Employment
Some of the productivity increase experienced by the textile and
apparel industries has resulted from the closing ofinefficient plants,
as well as from technological advances and competitive pressures
brought on by imports. For this reason, the production capacities of
these industries, for any given size of the labor force, must remain
“Future employment in the textile and apparel industries depends on the general
health of the U.S. economy. If these estimates of the impact of income changes hold
8
for the remainder ofthe 19 Os, and ifreal personal disposable income rises by3 percent
a year throughout the remainder of the 1980s, textile and apparel employment combinedcould increase over 18 percent, or nearly 350,000jobs, duringthe 1984—90 period.
These combined employment gains in the textile and apparel industries can be expected
to be tempered by productivity and import increases.
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rough estimates. Nevertheless, it is useful to note that, given the 1984
productivity oftextile workers, if textile employmentcould be returned
to the 1973 industry peak, textile output in 1984 would have been
35 percent greater, nearly $17 billion higher than the total ofconstantdollar domestic production plus imports. Similarly, if apparel
employment returned to the 1973 peak, the industry’s output at current productivity levels would be 20 percent greater than it was, or
only $3 billion less than the combined total of constant-dollar industry shipments and imports.
The point is that a return to the 1973 employment peaks in the
textile and apparel industries is unlikely, even with drastic cutbacks
in imports (as contemplated by the backers ofthe Textile and Apparel
Trade Enforcement Act of 1985). Given the increased productivity
in the two industries, the supply of products at the peak employment
levels would approximately equal (in the case of apparel) or greatly
exceed (in the textile situation) consumer demand.
The industry Impact ofImports
The impact of textile and apparel imports may indirectly affect
domestic textile and apparel employment through competitive pressure on prices and productivity. An expansion of imports can place
downward pressures on textile and apparel prices and upward pressures on productivity. Those firms that lead the way in expanding
productivity in the face of price declines can maintain—and even
expand—employment and profitability. However, those firms that
face declining relative prices without compensating increases in
worker productivity can be forced to cut employment or close
altogether.
Hegression equations not reported here indicate that the relative
price decline of textile and apparel products has had an impact on
industry employment.’1 However, the exact amount of the price effect
caused by import competition is unclear because the price, productivity, and employment effects are highly entangled. Textile and
apparel prices can also be affected by domestic as well as foreign
supplies that can be affected by productivity changes. In addition,
the productivity changes can be a response to import pressures on
prices.

“Indeed, when the ratio of textile and apparel prices to the consumer price index is
introduced into each of the two equations as a fourth independent variable, the price
ratio is positive, as might be expected, and highly significant. Imports are then statistically insignificant.
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Summary

and Conclusions

Several important conclusions can be drawn from this study. First,
the findings cast doubt on the charge that textile imports are directly
to blame forjob losses in the textile and apparel industries. Job losses
in the textile industry are not directly attributable to increases in
textile imports during the early tORUs. If textile imports during the
period had any negative effect at all on textile and apparel employment, it was likely an indirect effect through competitive pressures
forcing U.S. textile firms to innovate and improve productivity.
The findings do, however, support apparel industry claims that
employment has declined as a result of imports. In fact, both industries have been affected by apparel imports. The study also reaffirms
the commonly acknowledged proposition that textile and apparel
employment is strongly influenced by fluctuations in real disposable
income.
Second, this study indicates that during the past 25 years,job losses
in the textile industry have been due to a substantial degree to
ongoing productivity increases. The same cannot be said about the
apparel industry. One explanation is that the opportunities for laborsaving machinery to fend off import penetration appear to be much
greater in textiles than in apparel, where labor-intensive “cutting
and sewing” operations remain a significant part of the production
process.
Third, the study suggests that much of the financial distress confronted by many domestic textile and apparel firms may be the consequence of expanded supplies oftextile and apparel products caused
in part by domestic productivity increases. Many firms that have
closed or reduced operations have done so because they have been
unable or unwilling to keep pace with industry productivity improvements. The analysis presented here helps explain why sOme major
textile firms have been able to maintain rates of return on equity in
excess of 10 percent (sometimes even significantly above 20 percent)
ata lime when textile and apparel plants are closing and employment
is being cut’8
In summary, proponents of trade restrictions maintain that import
protection is justified because of the presumed connection between
observed textile and apparel imports and domestic employment. The
“In 1984, of the 21 major Southeastern textile firms evaluated, 12 had rates of return
on equity in excess of 10 percent, of which Shad rates of return on equity in excess of
15 percent. One firm had a rate of return on equity ofmore than 46 percent. Only two
major textile firms on the lsst had losses in 1984 (leaks Southeastern Business Letter
1985).
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presumed connection has been shown to be applicable in the case
of apparel imports but not for textile imports. But in neither case is
the magnitude of the employment loss anything approaching the one
million lost jobs advertised by protectionists.
Further, as Will Rogers once said, “if a business thrives under a
protective tariff, that don’t mean that it has been a good thing. It may
have thrived because it made the people ofAmerica pay more for the
object than they should have, so a few got rich at the cost of the
many.” If apparel and textile imports are further restricted, the prices
of such goods to consumers will likely rise, resulting in a hidden
transfer of income from consumers to textile and apparel producers.
Such curbs also will likely discriminate against lower-income groups
because quantity controls typically cause a disproportionate reduction in lower-priced goods usually purchased by those groups.
Nor are the effects of quotas necessarily all positive for the textile
and apparel industries themselves. Increased prices for domestic and
imported textiles will increase the cost of textile and apparel production. The main long-run effect ofcurbs on textile and apparel imports
seems to be some retardation of productivity improvements caused
by reduced competitive pressures. Ultimately, slower productivity
growth means that many U.S. textile and apparel firms will be less
able to compete in the global marketplace.
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